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Web terms and conditions

This document contains information about:
A. Copyright warnings and usage’s limitation
B. Intellectual Properties
C. Limitations in the connection to the homepage of the present web-site
D. Modalities and conditions for linking and framing
E. Users’s consent to the terms or conditions of this Website
F. Connections to the websites of third parties’s
G. Website’s content and responsibility

B. Intellectual properties
The user recognizes that this Website itself, therein included, without any limitation, the text,
the content, the imagines, the videos, audios, and the graphic, is expressly planned by the website owners and it is protected by intellectual and industrial property rights, by the international
treaties and/or propriety rights and laws of the European Union. For this reason many can be regi-
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A.
Warnings on copyright and usage’s limitations.
If not differently provided, all the materials content in this website are protected by copyrights as
it has the Italian Law about it and by international laws of the Copyright ©, and they can be only
and exclusively used as it is established in the terms and conditions or in the specifics on the copyright warnings, when applicable, or in further warnings on the proprieties given with relative materials.
Information, documents, and materials received through this website cannot be showed, reformatted , and printed for every kind of purpose or finality without the precise of copyright owners
consent . Therefore nothing , even in part, will be copied, modified, or resold for profit or to get any
kind of utility or also just for informative and/or free use. Users accept to not reproduce, relay,
deliver, sell, spread the information, documents, and materials, received through this website, without the owners written consent.
It’s strictly prohibited any kind of use of trademarks and/or logos and/or of the denominations in
this website or of the text or the graphic material contained in this Web site to falsely represent the
adhesion, the sponsorship, the affiliation or the association of the user with the companies or associations which heads this website.
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Dictionary:
User: he is who that visits the website and accesses to it and to all its possible contents
Copyright owners: the people, companies, Entities that have rights the property on the contents.
Entity: all local or international companies that have the right on the properties of the content of
this website.
Website: all the content in any form or state that is present in the section relative to the typed
main web address and on the internal connections, including linked servers, external pages, restricted areas.
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C. Limitations in the connection of the website homepage or of the all others pages
It is possible to include a connection in Your Website to the home page of the present site, just requesting this authorization sending us an e-mail and specifying in the text the exact address of Your
site and of the page that will host the link, over to communicate the nominative of a reference
person in Your structure that will be the referent for our technicians.
The possible link’s elimination from Your site must be equally indicated to our technical office
with an e-mail message indicating the object: ‘communication elimination link’. It is not possible to
connect other sites to the present website that include inappropriate, profane, defamatory, transgressive, obscene, indecent arguments or opposed to the law; names, materials or information
that violin rights relative to intellectual property, owner rights, privacy rights and advertising .The
Administrations is reserved to take appropriate actions in case of transgressions, requesting adequate compensations.
D. Conditions and modalities for linking and framing
You cannot use the link or frame of this Website without before accepted to be conformed to these conditions of the Linking and Framing so just like all the other modes and service conditions of
this Website. The conditions must be requested from time in time because in constant modification. The persecution in the linking and in the framing through this Website after the publication
or the sending in e-mail of the modifications will be Your accepting of them so as modified. If, any
way, you don’t want to accept the linking’s and framing’s conditions, you will stop the linking and
framing to this website giving us a communication of it. Every condition and modality of linking and
framing from you proposed will be no good in addition or in conflict with the all linking and framing conditions.

F. Connections to the websites of third parties
Our stuff is, in any way, responsible of the contents and of the services placed in Websites to which
you must enter through this website. When you enter in another websites, remember that it is independent from our Website and that owners of our website haven’t any control on the content
of sites of others or on the veracity of the information that others send us for the relative publication.
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E. Users’s consent to the terms or conditions of this website
Making the connection to this website, the user declares to keep vision and to accept what is expected from the linking and framing’s conditions. Therefore you declare to keep vision and to accept all terms and condition of this Website, to know the trademarks protected from the copyright
and all the rules that regular the services included in this site.
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stered brands or Trade Mark o usage’s marks that cannot be neither copied and nor used in any
way without owners written authorization.
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G. Website’s content and responsibility
The responsibility relative to the veracity, completeness, updating of the information included in
our Website is of the single persons’ s pertinence or agencies or companies that send us materials
or links. In any case our entity will be considered responsible of every kind of damages directly or
indirectly caused by the access to the website, by the inability or the impossibility to access to, by
Your entrusting and using about the news contain in itself. Our entity will provide to modify the
website further to information considered more truthful, our entity is reserved also the faculty to
modify more contents of the website and of legal notes in every moment and without warning.
In case the website contains juridical, legal, medical, veterinary and other professional information,
the user is informed from now that every content is only of dissemination nature and never prescriptive or legal, therefore you cannot advance in any case pretensions to owners of website.
These legal notes are expressly linked to the user that navigates in the present website.
For every service or product included in the website that the user want to sell, to use or to participate the same has to keep information of the legal notes individually produced for every product/
service.
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